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The introduction of a sufficient number of holes into antiferromagnetic planes of CU02 in La-Cu-O 
and Y -Ba-Cu-O causes anti ferromagnetism to disappear at a critical density Xc> beyond which supercon-
ductivity occurs. We investigate two competing tendencies, which determine the dependence of Xc on 
the bandwidth of the holes. 
INTRODUCTION 
The parent compounds of many high-temperature su-
perconductors, e.g., La-Cu-O (Ref. 1) and Y -Ba-Cu-O, 2 
are antiferromagnetic insulators. The Neel temperature 
T N(x) depends upon the hole-doping concentration x. It 
decreases with increasing doping, until, at a critical con-
centration Xc , TN vanishes and the high-temperature su-
perconducting phase appears. One premise of the phase 
diagram proposed by, among others, Aharony et al. 3 for 
the high-temperature superconductors, was that the holes 
reside on oxygen atoms ("ligands") where they transform 
the (relatively weak) antiferromagnetic superexchange in-
teraction between neighboring coppers into a (relatively 
stronger) ferromagnetic bond. This "frustrates" the mag-
netic lattice sufficiently that, beyond some critical density 
of holes, the antiferromagnetic ordering can no longer be 
sustained. 
One of the challenges in the quest for the ongms of 
high-temperature superconductivity is the calculation of 
Xc from first principles. The various bond strengths have 
been measured4 and the geometries are known, so the 
problem of computing T N(x) and comparing with experi-
mental observations might appear relatively straightfor-
ward. Nevertheless, it represents a formidable task 
which, to our knowledge, has not yet been seriously un-
dertaken. The first major difficulty, not yet overcome, 
arises in formulating the statistics (fermions, bosons, 
anyons?) and the corresponding dynamical correlations in 
the nonsuperconducting phase, for a finite density of 
holes in two-dimensional conductors. 
If, however, one neglects the motion of the holes then, 
ipso facto, their statistics become irrelevant. In that limit, 
there does already exist an exactly solved5 model; it is the 
"annealed" imperfect Ising antiferromagnet. 6 This model 
assumes that the given, small fraction X of ferromagnetic 
bonds are distributed within the antiferromagnet in such 
a manner as to minimize the free energy at each tempera-
ture. Calculations for two dimensions5,6 show that 
Xc = 1 - I/V2 =0. 2929 .... Thus, taking account of the 
fact that there are two oxygens per unit CU02 cell, this 
theory predicts the loss of antiferromagnetism after 
14.64% of the oxygen atoms have taken on a hole. Al-
though the calculated value of Xc turns out to be almost 
totally independent of the parameters or other details of 
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the model,s experimentally, Xc is not so rigorously con-
stant. 7 
Thus, one must consider additional physical variables 
which might vary from material to material, such as the 
motion of the holes. For example, if instead of being as-
signed to particular oxygen atoms the holes were allowed 
to wander, the number of copper atoms with which each 
comes into interaction would be increased, and there 
would result a greater number of ferromagnetic bonds 
per hole. This reasoning predicts Xc will be decreased, by 
an amount dependent on the holes' bandwidth. On the 
other hand, one might argue with equal justification that 
wandering holes do not contribute to frustration. In that 
case, increasing the hole bandwidth should cause Xc to 
rise nearer to the percolation limit (x = I). Which is the 
correct answer? The present investigation examines this 
Issue. 
THE MODEL AND ITS SOLUTIONS 
The exact formulation of the interaction of a number 
of holes with a lattice of spins compounds a difficult 
problem, that of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet, with an 
even more abstruse many-body problem, that of the 
"Kondo" lattice. We opt for a more transparent model, a 
simple extension of the models of Ref. 5. With J the 
strength of nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic bonds, 
- gJ that of ferromagnetic bonds, f.-l == vJ the chemical po-
tential with which to adjust the concentration of holes, 
and t a parameter proportional to their bandwidth, the 
starting basis of our theory is the Hamiltonian 
H =Ho+HI' where 
Ho=J ~ [[(1-nij)-gnijlSjSj-vnjj] , (1) 
(i,jl 
nij=hShjj being the occupation-number operator for a 
hole on the oxygen atom linking nearest-neighbor 
copper-ion spins Sj and Sj. In the Ising model, each Sj 
takes on the values ± 1. 
The hopping of a hole at a given bond at (i,j) brings it 
to any of the six nearest-neighbor bonds. By virtue of the 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, such electrical conduc-
tion is associated with charge fluctuations on the relevant 
links. While it is the former which causes the technical 
difficulties, it is the latter which physically relates to the 
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fluctuations between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnet-
ic links, the feature in which we are most interested. 
One way of simulating the relevant phenomenon 
without becoming involved in details of quantum trans-
port theory is to allow the holes to hop in and out of ad-
ditional artificial "reservoir" sites, associating one reser-
voir state with each link. Under this assumption the hop-
ping Hamiltonian is bond local, and takes the form 
H(=-t .2(h;jc;j+H.c.) , 
(i,j) 
(2) 
A =exp(f3v)cosh[(f312)(a +b)1/2]cosh[(f312)(a -b)1I2] , 
where C;j,c;j are the field operators of the reservoir sites; 
it will be convenient to set t =J T/, and adopt J as the unit 
energy in this problem. 
Because the individual links are now independent, their 
Hamiltonians are trivially diagonalized. Upon summing 
over the link variables, the partition function Z for the 
spins assumes the form 
Z = A NTr [exp [f3etr ~ S;Sj 11 . 
(',J) 
(3) 
With f3=J IkT, the various relevant quantities are 
exp(2f3etr)= exp[f3( 1-g)]cosh[(f312)(a +b)1/2]1cosh[(f312)(a +b)1/2] , 
in which a =( 1 +g)2+v2+41]2 and b =2v( 1 +g). 
(4) 
The chemical potential is adjusted to yield any desired hole concentration by setting 
x =(1/f3) a~:z . (5) 
Except for the multiplicative factor AN' Z is the partition function of an Ising antiferromagnet (we anticipate f3etr < 0 for 
x in the range O:Sx :Sxc ), having all bonds equal to Jetr=kTf3etr. In two dimensions, long-range order disappears at 
tanh( lf3c 1 )=v2-1 and derivatives of Z are explicitly known. 8 Thus, our equations allow us to examine the range of 
variables which makes f3etf= -1f3c I. 
Performing algebraic manipulations similar to those if Ref. 5, we obtain 
Xc = 1 ++! (l-v1)tanh[(f3!2)(a +b)1/2]( v+ 1 +g)/(a +b)l12 
+ (1 +v1ltanh[(f312)(a _b)1/2]( v-l-g)/(a -b)l12j (6) 
Given the temperature T =J I( k(3) and the parameters g 
and 1], this yields the concentration of holes at which an-
tiferromagnetic orders disappears. 
Figures 1 and 2 display the resulting curves TN(x): Fig. 
1, at various values of g = 1] (these parameters are typical-
ly of the same magnitude), and Fig. 2, as function of the 
hole-hopping parameter 1], with g held fixed at (an arbi-
trarily chosen) large value g = 15. Figure 2 shows Xc de-
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FIG. 1. TN(x) for various g =Tf. TN (in units of J /k) plotted 
vs hole concentration x per unit CU02 cell, for g =71=0, 1, 5, 
10, and 15. 
creasing 1] beyond this value causes Xc to rise once more. 
Figure 3 further explores this feature. It shows that at 
any g > 2 there is an optimum value of 1] yielding a 
minimum xc; exceeding this optimum 1] causes Xc to rise 
once again. The optimum 1] is """ 5 at g = 15, drops to 
""" 2. 5 at g = 5, to 1] """ 1 at g = 3, and sticks at 0 for g :s 2. 
For g :s 2, any nonzero T/ causes Xc to rise, ultimately to 









FIG. 2. TN(x) at fixed g = 15. TN plotted vs x for Tf=O.I, 1, 
5, 15, and 25. 












FIG. 3. Xc as a function of 1/. Xc is plotted vs 1/ for g = 1, 1.5, 
2, 3, 5, and 10. Note the qualitative differences between curves 
for g :::: 2 and g > 2 (see text). 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we have shown (Figs. 1 and 2) that for 
large g the charge fluctuations inherent in a finite band-
width of the holes cause Xc to drop from 0.29 04.6% 
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